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The purpose of this paper is to present a unified treatment of the appa- 
rently unrelated topics, namely projections and generalized inverses, with 
some applications to the distribution theory of quadratic forms in Gaussian 
random variables. Other applications will also be mentioned. Only finite 
dimensional euclidean spaces are considered, but some of the theory can be 
extended to the infinite dimensional case using, for instance, the methods 
of [l]. However, the treatment then will no longer be elementary. 
It is customary to consider linear operators in finite dimensional spaces 
as matrices, and we shall do so here. For this we choose a fixed but arbitrary 
basis, and all considerations are related to it. Thus “projection” is synony- 
mous with “idempotent matrix”. The properties of such matrices play a 
key role in what follows. 
The importance of projections has been noticed in the past (e.g., refs. 
2-4, to name a few). However, they limited themselves to the cases of ortho- 
gonal projections, or symmetric idempotent matrices. Unless otherwise stated, 
the idempotent matrices are not symmetric in this paper. In Section I, 
several properties of such matrices are proved. It turns out that, by our 
methods, the results of the above authors can be simplified. In Section II, 
we deduce the existence (and uniqueness) of the so-called generalized inverse 
of a matrix [5], a computational formula [6], as well as a “spectral theorem” 
for such matrices using the results of Section I. Finally in Section III, we 
apply this theory in deriving the distributions of some quadratic forms in 
*Written under ONR Contract Nonr 2582&M), Task NR 042-200, and grant 
NSF-G 14832. 
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Gaussian random variables, giving a few extensions of certain results of 
refs. 3 and 7. 
Our aim here is to point out the unity of various concepts and the fruit- 
fulness of the combined treatment. The exposition is self-contained. Most 
of this paper is taken from a research project completed in 1956-57. (The 
results were presented to the AAAS Conference on December 28, 1957. Cf. 
abstract in Biometrics 14, 290-291 (1958).) 
I. SOME PROPERTIES OF IDEMPOTENT MATRICES 
Recall that a square matrix A is said to be idempotent if A2 = A and 
symmetric if A’ = A (prime for transpose). For symmetric matrices some 
of the folIowing proofs (e.g., Propositions 1.5 and 1.7) are simpler. But 
the symmetry assumption will not be made. The determination of the corres- 
ponding range and null spaces for the resulting projections becomes some- 
what complicated. Fortunately, this will not be necessary in the present 
study. 
PROPOSITION I .I. Let A, , ‘.‘, A, be n x n idempotent matrices. Then 
&t, A, is idempotent iff (= if and only if) AiAj = 0 for i # j. 
PROOF. Sufficiency is obvious, and necessity follows after some simple 
algebra for K = 2, and by induction in the general case. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let A, B be n x n idempotent matrices. Then A - B is 
idempotent if AB = BA = B. 
The next elementary lemma and its corollary play a key role hereafter. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let A be an n x m matrix of rank r. Then A may be expressed 
as A = BC where B, C are n x r and r x m matrices each of rank r. 
PROOF. Since A has rank r, let C be an r x m matrix of rank r so that C 
is a basis for A. Any row ai of A may be expressed as a linear combination 
ai = biC where bi is a 1 x r vector. If B is the n x r matrix with bi as its 
rows, then A = BC and B has rank r, as stated. 
By orthogonalizing the basis if necessary we may choose C in the above 
such that CC’ = I, , the identity matrix of rank r. Then AA’ = BB’, where 
B is the (corresponding) n x r matrix of rank r. We can always write B as 
B = PDd&R, where P is an n x r matrix satisfying P’P = I, . Here R is 
an r x r orthogonal matrix and Dd; is a diagonal r x r matrix of z/(yI’s, the 
01~ being the r positive eigen values of BB’ or AA’. This is a consequence of 
the diagonalization of BB’. (Cf. also [8, A.3.6, p. 1461.) Thus we may also 
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write A = PD,,;RC. Since RC has the same properties as C, it may be 
absorbed into C, and we state this representation for later use, as 
COROLLARY 1.4. If A is as in the lemma, then it may be e.vpressed as 
A = PD\/,C, where P, C are n x Y and Y x m matrices satisfying 
P’P = I,. = CC’, and where D,; is the diagonal r x Y matrix of ~‘a,:, the 
(Y~ being the r positive eigen values of AA’. (In this notation B of the lemma 
may be taken as PD,,; .) 
We remark that the representations in both the lemma and corollary need 
not be unique. This turns out to be actually advantageous for us. 
The next result is a special case of Proposition 1.7 below, but the conse- 
quences of its proof will be used later. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. The trace of an idempotent matrix is the same as its 
rank. 
PROOF. If A is an idempotent n x n matrix of rank r, then by Lemma 1.3, 
A2 = BCBC = BC = A and so pre and post multiplication by C and B 
gives (CB)3 = (CB)z. S ince B, C’ are n x r matrices of rank Y, and BC (= A) 
has rank r, the first of the above equations implies rk (CB) >, rk (BC) = r, 
(rk = rank). Consequently CB is nonsingular as it is an Y x Y matrix. Thus 
equation (CB)3 = (CB)2 gives CB = I,. Using the simple fact that 
tr (BC) = tr (CB), (tr = trace) we conclude that 
tr A = tr (BC) = tr (CB) = tr (IT) = r = rk A. 
REMARK. For any idempotent matrix A, of rank r and A = BC as in 
Lemma 1.3, we always have CB = I,. . If also A = A’, then we may choose 
B = C’ in Lemma 1.3 and C = P’ (i.e., A = PD,;P’) in Corollary 1.4. 
Recalling that tr is a linear operation we deduce from 1.1 and 1.2 the 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let A, B be n x n idempotat matrices. If AB = 
BA = 0, then rk (A + B) = rk A + rk B, and zjc AB = BA = B, then 
rk (A - B) = rk A - rk B. Also, rk A = r implies rk (I- A) = n - Y, 
the matrix (I - A) being idempotent; and if fisrther rk B = Y and 
AB = BA = B, it follows that A = B. 
We now generalize 1.5, 1.1, and part of 1.6, in the next two propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let A be an n x n idempotent matrix of rank T, and 
ale = tr, A be the kth order trace of A, i.e., the sum of (2) kth order principal 
minors of A. Then ak = (I). [The symbol (E) is the usual binomial coeficient.] 
PROOF. First note that the eigenvalues of A are 0 or I since if a! is an 
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eigenvalue and x the corresponding eigenvector then w = Ax = A2x = OL~X 
which implies l)~ = 0, 1. Now r = 0, n gives A = 0, I,, and in these cases 
the result is true and trivial. So let 0 < T < n. The characteristic equation 
ofAis 
f(a) = 2 (- l)i a,c-i = 0. 
i-0 
Since r < n, (n - r) of the roots 01~ in the above equation are zero. But it is 
well known that 
Since 0~~ = 1, for all nonzero 01~ , and there are (L) terms in the above sum, it 
follows that ak = (;), completing the proof. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let A, Ai be n x n matrices of ranks T, ri and 
A = & A, . Then, for the following conditions 
(1) A2 = A, (2) A: = Ai , alli, (3) A,A, =0, i # , 
(4) Y= $yi9 
i-l 
the following conclusions hold: 
(a) (1) and (4) imply (2) and (3), lb) (2) and (3) implr (1) ud (4), 
(c) (1) and (2) imply (3) and (4), (d) (1) and (3) impZy (2) and (4). 
PROOF. By Lemma 1.3 there exist yi x n matrices B; and C( of ranks li 
such that Ai = B,C, , for all i. Define the n x xfsI yi matrices B and C as 
Then 
B = [B,B, -*- Bk] C’ = [c;c; **a Ci]. 
BC=5BiC,=$A,=A. 
i=l i-l 
Since A has rank I, B and C must have ranks > Y. 
(a) Let (1) and (4) hold. Then, B’, C are Y x n matrices, and by the 
preceding comment rk B = rk C = r. Since A2 = A, by the remark after 
Proposition 1.5, CB = I, . Thus writing out the matrix CB in terms of 
Bi , Ci , it follows that CiBi = I,.< and B,C, = 0 for i # j. This implies 
(2) and (3) at once. 
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(b) Let (2) and (3) hold. Then (1) follows by Proposition 1.1, and then (4) 
is a consequence of (1) and (2), Proposition 1.5, and the linearity of the trace. 
Similarly (c) and (d) follow from the same proposition, completing the 
proof. 
We add finally a similar result which does not seem to admit of the above 
methods. It is however a special case of Theorem 3 of [I], and its proof is 
omitted. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let A, B be n x n idempotent matrices and C be a 
positive dejinite matrix such that A = B + C. Then C is idempotent zgit is 
symmetric. 
II. GENERALIZED INVERSE OF A MATRIX 
The notion of the “generalized inverse” of a matrix (singular or no; 
square or not) appears to have been known in mathematics under different 
names. The early formal statements of this seem to be due to E. H. Moore 
(1935), F. J. Murray and J. v. Neumann (1936), and later a systematic 
treatment by Penrose [5]. The above references may be found in [ll]. A 
similar notion was also used by Bott and Duffin [9] under the name “con- 
strained inverse” and by Aitken [2] with a different symbolism. Here we show 
that the key results of [5] are easy consequences of the foregoing theory, and 
exhibit the simplicity of the concept. 
Let A be an tl x m matrix. Then (following [5]) any m x n matrix G is 
said to be a generalized inverse of A iff the following four conditions hold: 
(i) AGA = A, (ii) GAG = G, (iii) (AG)’ = AG, (iv) (GA)’ = GA. 
We start with a simple and constructive proof of the first basic result of [5]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. There always exists a unique G, of rank Y, such that G 
is the generalized inverse of the matrix A of rank r. 
PROOF. By Corollary 1.4 it is always possible to express the matrix A as 
A = PDJI’, where P, C are n x r, r x m matrices satisfying 
P’P = I, = CC’, and D,,; is the r x r diagonal matrix of Gii)s, the (Y< 
being the r positive eigenvalues of AA’. Following the analogy of the inverse 
of a nonsingular matrix, it is natural to consider G = C’D,,,;P’. We claim 
that this is the required one. For, it is m x-n and is of rank r since 
rk (AG) = rk (PP’) = r 
implies rk(G) > r and so equality holds. Also note that if r = m = n, then 
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G = A-i . It can be readily verified that conditions (i)-(iv) of the definition 
of the generalized inverse are satisfied. 
The uniqueness is very simple and is the same as in [5], namely, if X also 
satisfies (i)-(iv) above, then by substitution 
G = GG’A’ = GG’A’AX = GAX = GAA’X’X = A’X’X = X. 
So G is the required inverse of A, completing the proof. 
REMARKS 1. If A is idempotent then D,; = I,. and hence G = A’. So 
for an orthogonal projection the generalized inverse is itself while for a 
nonsymmetric one it is the transpose. 
2. Using Proposition 1.5, one has 
r = rk A = rk G = rk (A’A) = rk (AG) = tr (AG). 
3. Using Corollary 1.4, i.e. A = BC = PD,$ where B = PD,,;, 
we may write 
G = c’D,,,,P = C’D;=D,,;P’ = C’(B’B)-l B’ , 
an expression recently derived differently in [6]. Taking advantage of the 
nonuniqueness of the representation of A above, one may choose B, C 
according to convenience (because of the uniqueness of G) subject only to 
the rank condition. 
Without using the expression for G given in the proof, Remark 3 and in 
fact the generalized inverse of A follows from the following lemma which is 
substantially due to Aitken [2]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A be an n x m matrix of rank T, so that A = BC in the 
notation of Lemma 1.3. If X is an m x n matrix, then the diagonal elements 
of XX’ reach their simultaneous minima subject to AA’X’ = A when X = G, 
the generalized inverse of A, and X = C’(B’B)-’ B’ . 
PROOF. Since A = BC, where B, C have full ranks and CC’ = I,. , by 
Lemma 1.3, we have AA’X’ = A, or BB’X’ = BC, which is equivalent to 
B’X’ = C, since (B’B) is nonsingular. Now form the Lagrangian expression 
L = XX’ - 2A(B’X’ - C), where A is an m x r undetermined matrix. 
Then 
dL = X . dX’ + dX . X’ - 2AB’ . dX’ . 
Since X * dX’ = (dX . X’)’ , the first order condition for a minimum is 
diag (dL) = 0. The second order condition dX * dX’ > 0 is clearly satisfied. 
From the arbitrariness of dX, it follows that X - AB’ = 0. Using the 
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hypothesis B’X’ = C, the preceding equation becomes C = B’X’ = B’BA’, 
or /l’ = (B’B)-‘C. Hence X = clB’ = C’(B’B)-‘B’ , as was to be proved. 
The use of this type of results in statistical estimation is found in [2] and 
[IO] among others. A special case of this procedure was given in [6] where it 
was also mentioned that the above (Aitken’s) formula is useful for computa- 
tions. (The formula for X above and that in [6] have the same form, but are 
not the same in general.) 
Finally we derive a “spectral theorem” for arbitrary matrices. More 
precisely we deduce a slightly sharpened form of a key result ([5, Theorem 4), 
from the classical spectral theorem as follows. [t stands for generalized 
inverse below.] 
PROPOSITIOX 2.3. Any n x m matrix A, of rank Y, can be uniquely written 
as 
where ‘yi are the distinct eigenvahes of AA’ , and Ui UTU, = 6&,Ui . 
REMARK. The expression for A in [5] is a “finite sum” and the exact 
relation as in (*) is not obtained. Further, the following demonstration is 
different from that given in [5]. 
PROOF. By the classical spectral theorem the symmetric matrix AA’ can 
be uniquey written as 
(**) 
where Ej are orthogonal projections and aj > 0 are the k distinct eigenvalues 
of AA’, the latter having r positive eigenvalues in all. Moreover, any other 
matrix M commutes with AA’ iff it commutes with each Ej . Now, by Corol- 
lary 1.4, we have A = PD,&, and AA’ = PD,P’, where CC’ = I, = P’P. 
Hence pre and post multiplying (* *) by P and C appropriately and remem- 
bering the just mentioned relations, one gets 
A = PD,$ = 5 ~Y~(PD,,~~P’E~PPC), k < r. 
j=l 
Definmg Uj = (PD,,,; P’E,PC) and remembering that each Ej commutes 
with AA’ and with the commuters of the latter, so that Uj = E,PD,,d$ 
and if UT = C’Dd;Pp’Ej , it is readily seen that the Ujt satisfies the conditions 
of the generalized inverse for Uj and that the Uj have the stated properties. 
For the uniqueness of the representation of A, it suffices to show that the 
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Vi are unique. Since AA’ is symmetric and positive semidefinite, it has a 
unique square root PD,,;P’ , and by Proposition 2.1 it has a unique (genera- 
lized) inverse PD1,d/, -P’ (cf. the proof of 2.1). Also PC = (PD,,&‘) A and 
hence is unique. Since Ej has the same property, and Uj is the product of 
these three types of unique matrices, it follows that Vi is unique and (*) 
obtains. This completes the proof. 
REMARK. It is seen that the results of this section include those of 
[5], with simpler proofs. The reader may easily construct similar proofs of the 
other interesting results of [5]. Al so if prime is interpreted as conjugate 
transpose, all the results here hold if the matrices act on n-dimensional 
unitary spaces. 
We have already noted the many applications of these results to network 
theory [9], statistics [2, 8, 10, 111, and others. It should also be mentioned 
that, by using a slightly different definition, a (not necessarily unique) 
generalized inverse was considered in [II] where also a computational 
procedure for a numerical example was given, together with some references 
to the earlier work. 
In the following section we give some applications of the results on pro- 
jections to the distribution theory. 
III. QUADRATIC FORMS 
If X is a column vector of n random variables which have a joint n-dimen- 
sional Gaussian (or normal) distribution with mean vector 5 and covariance 
matrix 2, we denote it as X N N(t, 2). In this if Z = 1, then Y = & Xf 
has a known distribution, called the noncentral chi-square, and this is written 
as Y N x2(n, X), where the so-called noncentrality parameter k2(n, 0) = x2(n) 
is the central chi-square), X = (& &/2. 
First we give a simple proof of the main result of [3], using the preceding 
theory. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let n x 1 random vector X N N(e, u2Z) and A be a sym- 
metric n x n matrix. Zf Q = X’AX, then u-“Q N x2(', X), where 2 = ?A[, 
#A is idempotent of rank Y. 
PROOF. Sufficiency is algebraic and involves little probability theory. 
Since A’ = A, it is well known that A can be diagonalized to get A = PAP’ 
where P is orthogonal and (i is diagonal with the eigenvalues of A, namely 
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Y l’s and (n -- Y) O’s (recall that A2 = A and see the first line in the proof of 
Proposition 1.7). Letting 2 = PX, gives 
Q = X’AX = Z’AZ = 2 Z/ (renumber the Z; if necessary). 
i=l 
But from the elementary properties of the (linear) change of variables in a 
normal integral one has Z N N([, 021), 5 = Pt. Hence o-“Q N x~(Y, A) by 
definition. 
NECESSITY. Note that 
Q = Z’-4Z = 2 XiZt (Ai are the eigenvalues of A) 
i-l 
has the distribution with the characteristic function (or Fourier transform) 
y(t) = E (exp [itQ/u”]) = fI E (exp [itAiq/a2]) 
j=l 
= fi (1 - 2~&)-~‘~ exp [C,, + [:,2(1 - 2itXj)-l], 
i=l 
which by hypothesis is the characteristic function of x2(1, a). The latter is 
know to be 
y(t) = (1 - 2it)-r/2 exp [ - 01 + a( I - 2it)-l]. 
By the well-known uniqueness theorem for characteristic functions, these two 
expressions must be identical. Hence Xj = 1, j = 1, a**, r and 0 otherwise, and 
2~ = Ey=, 55 . This means that A is idempotent of rank Y, as was to be 
proved. 
It is remarked that the above theorem does not hold if A2 = A but A’ # A. 
This is seen from the fact that, if A’ f A, we can write A = B + C, where 
B’ = B, C’ = - C, and A2 = A implies B2 # B, and there is equality 
in the latter iff C = 0. 
We now give two useful extensions of the preceding result. (Compare 
with [4].) 
THEOREM 3.2. Let n x 1 random vector X- N(5, 032) wkere!% a symmetric 
positive &$n.ite matrix, and let A be a symmetric n x n matrix. IfQ = X’AX, 
then u-2Q -x2(,, A), where 2A = CAf, zr (the not necessarily symmetric) 
ASZ is idempotent of rank r. 
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PROOF. Since .@/2 and G-l/a exist for the given Sz, let Y = sZ-1/2X, 
5 = 52-l12.$, and A = W2AlW2. Then X - N([, 0~52) is equivalent to 
Y - N(<, u21). Now Q = X’AX = Y’AY, where A’ = A. Hence by 
Theorem 3.1, u-“Q - x*(r, X) iff A is idempotent of rank Y, where h is as 
given. It is readily verified that A is idempotent iff AGr is. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let X - N(l, a212) as above, and Y = CX where C is 
an arbitrary idempotent matrix of rank Y subject to (C&2)’ = Cl2. Then 
cr2(Y’S2-lY) - x2(', X) with 2 = ~‘C’&lC[. Moreovw, 
Y’Q-1Y = X’Q-TX. 
PROOF. Note that Y’SZ-l Y = X’AX where A = C’@lC, and is of rank Y. 
By the above theorem then u-~(Y’G-‘Y) - x2(r, h) iff /U2 is idempotent. 
That this is true under the given hypothesis follows from 
Al2 = c’J2-+32 = C’Q-l(m)’ = C’, 
since C’ is idempotent. For the second conclusion, we have from CQ = SZC’ 
that IR-lC = CL+’ and hence 
since C2 = C. 
Y'Q-1Y = X'C'Q-'CX = X'Q-TX 
We conclude this investigation with a similar extension of Cochran’s 
theorem [7] as follows. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let n x 1 random vector X - N(l, u”Sa), and A, Ai be 
symmetric n x n matrices of ranks r and ri . Let 
If u-"Q - x2(r) 4, with 2 = (‘A[, then u-“Qi are mutually independently 
distributed as x2(ri , hi), with 2.& = glA,[, iff either (i) Y = & yi , OY (ii) Ail2 
are idempotent for i = 1, a*-, k, holds. 
PROOF. Since u-2 Q - x2(‘, h), by Theorem 3.2, A8 is idempotent of 
rank Y. Also Q = & Qi implies Al2 = ~~=, A&, and from Proposition 1.8, 
after noting that rk (AG) = Y, rk (A&) = ri (since J? is nonsingular), we 
have the stated distribution of Qi iff (i) is true. Again by the same proposition 
AiS2A,S2 = 0, if i fj, and this implies (due to the normality of X) the 
independence of Qi . Similarly (ii) follows on using the appropriate part of 
Proposition 1.8. This completes the proof. 
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A result of a similar nature, using Proposition 1.9, appears in Theorem 5 
of [I]. Also we mention that all the results of this section, with only a simple 
change of notation, hold if X is an n x m matrix. Then the chi-square 
distributions above have to be replaced by (interpreted as) the Wishart 
distributions. 
As noted earlier, applications of the results of the preceding section have 
been extensively considered in [2, 8-l I], . in i d’ff erent notations. Consequently 
they will not be discussed further in this paper. 
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